twenty-first

venti-ème

ventit-ènum

Is this because twenty-one is more compound than twenty-first?
Jack emigrated from Kansas to Iowa.

Jack immigrated from Germany to the States.

So this has incorporated from...

call it a...
Aux in German

If

der [lieber singen könne] Mann

is out, as I imagine it is,

then it morphologized OC that says that models

can be tensed and infinitivized, but not 'end-red'

However, once again my German intuitions lessen

them in such a that and presumably similar bundles

are fine...
Ideas are plants

The idea took root.

The seed of this idea

He implanted this idea in my mind.
I am going to go to bed.

Because

I want to go to bed.

To go to bed.

That's what I need.

Wake up.

Get up.

Close the door.

Do the math.

Stay to the 90.

Not to the 90.

Do it more.

4 + 4 = 8.

Go to the party.

That's why we're here.

Henry.
Student in Adrian's class:

At the garage:

oil OK? [Could be from my oil]
lexical items - jailer, largely

compounds - toothpaste, pineapple, suitcase

phrasal verbs - put up with, let go of

phrasal idiom - answer the door, pay the question, hazard a guess, rack brain

collocations - perform an operation, flattery, dear

irreversible binomials - up + down

preferred expressions - helpful hand, certain death, in, receding khaki

dead brute, mobilize forces, fixed expression

shortly crafted, close quarters

formulas - pending notification of the next of kin, [blessing, gratuity, condolences, congratulations]

I thought you'd never ask

welcome aboard, tell me like it is

reg to the near, let's call it quits, what, what, what, where enough for you?

I know what you're thinking, better luck next time

I'm sorry, to tell you that your application has been rejected

I regret to tell you that your application has been rejected
With Eve, Chuck, Paul, George.

He looks as he would look if he were bored.

He looks as if he were bored.

He looks bored.

NB
* He allowed as how S
* Allow as how S
* He was allowing as how S

So these constructions are only good to report a conversation.
I complementizer clauses - but this is a real as

He drives as I drive)

He walked in as if he owned me)

real if

as if he were sick

So this all suggests a rule:

S. as S., if S. \implies S_i as \ldots S_j

Furthermore, a deletion rule for as: as necessary
Ideas are food.

It boils down to this:

4.1.87.
Dave Brodowy asks:

Why does restless mean both restful and itchy?

What others are antonyms?

table — put on agenda; British take off agenda
The Küngel of remiss

From Dave Birdsong: [send him Chandler paper]

[query: what is the meaning of re + mitter?]

Hit disease

He is in remission

The remission of sins

I have been remiss. Wow
Ladies and gentlemen, if there is anybody sitting in our cabin who has not already done so, and who would like to purchase a cocktail...

How come? anyone sitting in our cabin who has not already done so.

Can't be right... what is this... and doing here.

anyone who has not already done so, who lives is from NY, and who would like to purchase a cocktail.

OK LIKE

Why?
(Speaking from the gut)

3.30.81.
Austin

Fact from Dennis Tedlock's talk:

People born with livers that don't produce some kind of enzyme

DO NOT LEARN TO TALK

[Fact reported in James F. Whiting & Andrew Kawecki, Anthropology, 1978-80?]

The Zuni speak so they can be heard in prayer.

The tape recorder: Dennis:

Shit, people say shit.

Distort terribly.

Refer to you, knowing Dennis, pour out our guts out.

But once's raise words only understand.

Our later, speak off the top of our head.

We have consciousness.

Speak into ancient taste - lots of lengths.

We know what are prayers,

Chants,

Narratives.

What is:

We know what the areas of the world sound like.

Fabulous fact for 901!
Fact from Pelle:

The five most common words:

1. people
2. thing, probably
3. so this means that
4. way
5. 

Way = Tao

It "on" our minds, to use Pelle's insight.
From nap with Dave Birdsong.

She called the tree. 

She tressed the cat  

This one = She CAUSED [cat be in tree]  

via LOC Incorp. SITE Tree - Abolished the cat  

Thus leaves the cat agentive.  

But in she called the tree, it's agentivity  

relegated to she [also I suggestion that the tree is "full of" cats.]  

Now: in  

She boxed the baskets = Box-Cause \rightarrow Basket-Cause  

So experimentally, maybe (?) agents. Hughes incorporate worse than goals.
In car with gente, coming back from Ellen’s reading: 3.11.81.

Berkeley

I stalled my toe. [so the nurse bandaged it?]

I held my breath. [?? so that the physician could test it?]

{and then released?}

I took my time. [* Because I wanted to enjoy it.*]

I lost my way. [* But later found it.*]

/\'

They stuffed their {toe}.

They held their {breath}.

{breaths}

NB: Tom + Sam held their {breath} for 5 + 10 minutes, respectively.

They took their time (**). They lost their way (**).
With Linda Graham.

1. Purple door — this is D — to her aunt — 3 conversational turns
   *
   * From
   D that the woman opens the door — so sex is there
   D that he is more embarrassed w/ the 2nd request.

2. Don't talk w/ mouth full — 3 sisters > 1 daughter, 3 nights.
   3 women
   Mother D — can't be inkeeper listening at 3 doors.

3. Wasthy weather
   companion D.
   progressive drunkeness D.
   English D — gives a chance for pretend
   and interaction of her respect —
   3 conversational turns
   what is intended is the theme that a perfect pickup is D

4. Dog style — 3 conversational turns
   Linde: law, not guess
   because the law is in front, next public.
   And boys screw up the law, not the yard.
   So it makes you a dog in many respects — legs and psychologically
   backward

5. Chapped lips — 2 bottles D — for smelling? or for drinking
   age — Western Linda: was it to way?
Clepts + Ripper

With George Paul Chuck + Eve Sweetser

3.11.81

Berkeley

Eve: Who was it who called last night? 

we know that there was 1 call 

Here, we're just checking whether there were any

Me: Thes presupposes:

There was a call

Eve: There was a lot of discussion about what to do after the talk but it was John who suggested going to the beach

[presupposes: we went to the beach]

Why can't clepted NP's be relativized?

Ans: They can, but only when the whole NP is in a pseudopassive

There were a lot of people who were trying to get recognized, but this girl who I was that finally got the floor was just

3.12.81

Farmer - why it was that I called was Tom

Demboke - this is solved by Projan where girl it was that it

* The girl who I wasn't

* committed here

The girl who
Studying phonology seriously led to take me to squashes.

Studying acquisition or creoles especially, must have the same result — I would imagine that the same is true for the microstudies of linguistic change.

For there is in phonology a wonderful crater,

which will cut gradually through any number of strata of distinctness, neutralizing more and more:

\[ \text{SPEED} \]

[Which Dave Steege taught me to honor]

No I don't want any of them

\[ \text{N</font>g</font>ω</font>wat</font>hin]
Thought while listening to Roland

1.22.81
TV Berlin

Wort große gerade Form farbe Verkraft Verkraft Stoff Zuck

Ein schöner gröber schwarzer ovaler brauner französischer benutzer sichener ess-Tisch

Die Schönheit

Größe

Schwere

Ovalheit

Braune

Französischer